We consider the class F of labelled 2-connected non-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision that are embeddable in the projective plane. A method of enumerating these graphs is described. We also enumerate the homeomorphically irreducible graphs in F and homeomorphically irreducible 2-connected planar graphs. The methods are based on the projective-planarity characterization for graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision [A. Gagarin and W. Kocay, "Embedding graphs containing K 5 -subdivisions", Ars Combinatoria, 64 (2002), 33-49], and enumeration techniques involving the substitution of (0, 1)-networks for graph edges [T.R.S. Walsh, "Counting labelled three-connected and homeomorphically irreducible two-connected graphs", J. Comb. Theory Ser. B, 32 (1982), 1-11]. Particular use is made of twopole directed series-parallel networks. We also show that the number m of edges of graphs in F satisfies m ≤ 3n − 6, for n ≥ 6 vertices.
Introduction
We use basic graph-theoretic terminology from Bondy and Murty [5] and Diestel [6] , and consider undirected simple graphs. The following planarity criterion for graphs is well known.
Theorem 1 (Kuratowski [12] ) A graph G is non-planar if and only if it contains a subdivision of K 3,3 or K 5 (see Figure 1 ). The projective plane is a non-orientable surface of non-orientable genus 1 that can be represented as a circular disk with its antipodal points identified. A graph G is projectiveplanar if it can be drawn on the projective plane without any pair of edges crossing. See Figure 3 where two projective planar embeddings of K 5 are represented. A graph G is planar if and only if each of its 2-connected components is planar. A graph G is projectiveplanar if and only if it contains at most one projective-planar 2-connected component while all the other 2-connected components of G are planar.
In this paper, we consider the class F of 2-connected non-planar projective-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision. By Kuratowski's Theorem, such graphs must contain a K 5 -subdivision. We show that these graphs have a unique decomposition as a graph K 5 where the edges are replaced by special two-pole networks, which are constructed using 2-connected planar graphs. We then apply this structure theorem to enumerate the labelled graphs in F according to the number of vertices and edges. Other results include a bound on the number of edges of graphs in F , which is reminescent of planar graphs, and the enumeration of labelled homeomorphically irreducible graphs in F .
Section 2 reviews the structural results for graphs containing a K 5 -subdivision. A general recursive decomposition for non-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision is described in Wagner [16] and Kelmans [11] . We recall the results of Fellows and Kaschube [7] and Gagarin and Kocay [9] on the structure of non-planar graphs containing a K 5 -subdivision of a special type and cite from [9] the characterization of 2-connected nonplanar projective-planar graphs with no K 3,3 -subdivision (the class F ) as graphs obtained from K 5 by substituting planar networks for edges. We then prove the uniqueness of this decomposition which is crucial for enumerative purposes.
In Section 3, we first review some basic notions and terminology of labelled graphical enumeration. The reader should have some familiarity with exponential generating functions and their operations (addition, multiplication and composition). See, for example, Bergeron, Labelle and Leroux [2] , Goulden and Jackson [10] , Stanley [14] , or Wilf [19] . We use mixed generating functions of the form G(x, y) = n≥0 m≥0 g n,m y m x n n! , where g n,m is the number of graphs in a given class G, with m edges and on a set of vertices V n of size n. We give a formal presentation inspired from Walsh [17] of (0, 1)-networks and their operations of series and parallel compositions, and, more importantly, of the substitution of networks in a class N for the edges of graphs in a class G, which is denoted by G ↑ N . The main result here is that whenever this substitution is unambiguous, the effect on their generating functions is given by
It is then possible to express the structure theorem for graphs in F in terms of this edge substitution and to extract the desired enumerative results. Use is made of the enumeration of the class P of 2-connected planar graphs by Bender, Gao and Wormald [3] and Bodirsky, Gröpl, and Kang [4] , based on previous work of Mullin and Schellenberg [13] on labelled enumeration of 3-connected planar graphs. Finally, in Section 4, some attention is given to the enumeration of the class H F of homeomorphically irreducible graphs in F . Here again the edge substitution G ↑ N plays a central role, where N represents (two-pole directed) series-parallel networks. Also of importance here is the enumeration of the class H P of homeomorphically irreducible 2-connected planar graphs.
Numerical results appear in six tables giving the number of labelled graphs of the families F , H F and H P , for example, for n ≤ 16 and m ≤ 42 for the class H F . The calculations were done with Maple IX software on Apple Macintosh computers.
2 A structure theorem for projective-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision Following Diestel [6] , a K 5 -subdivision of a graph is denoted by T K 5 . Let G be a nonplanar graph with a T K 5 . The vertices of degree 4 in T K 5 are called corners and the vertices of degree 2 are the inner vertices of T K 5 . A path between two corners all of whose other vertices are inner vertices is called a side of the K 5 -subdivision. Note that two sides of the same T K 5 can have at most one common corner and no common inner vertices. Two sides having a common corner are called adjacent. A path p in G such that one endpoint is an inner vertex of T K 5 , the other endpoint is on a different side of T K 5 and all other vertices and edges lie in G\T K 5 is called a short cut of the K 5 -subdivision. A vertex u ∈ G\T K 5 is called a 3-corner vertex with respect to T K 5 if G\T K 5 contains internally disjoint paths from u to at least three corners of the K 5 -subdivision. The following proposition is proved in a different context, in Asano [1] and in [7, 9] . Given a graph G satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 2, a side component of T K 5 is defined as a subgraph of G induced by a pair of corners a and b of T K 5 and all connected components of G\K adjacent to a and b. Notice that side components or the entire graph G can contain a K 3,3 -subdivision as well. For example, see Figure 2 . However, if G has no K 3,3 -subdivision, then Proposition 2 can be applied, in virtue of Proposition 1. Thus we see that a graph G satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 2 can be decomposed into side components corresponding to the sides of T K 5 . Each side component H contains exactly two corners a and b corresponding to a side of T K 5 . If the edge ab between the corners is not in H, we can add it to H to obtain H ∪ab. Otherwise H ∪ab = H. We call H ∪ ab an augmented side component of T K 5 .
The following general lemma is used to decide on the embeddability in the projective plane of a connected graph G by checking the planarity of the side components of a K 5 -subdivision. If G is a 2-connected non-planar graph without a K 3,3 -subdivision, we can apply Proposition 2 and Corollary 1 to decompose G into side components of a T K 5 . Notice that with 6 or more vertices, these graphs are not 3-connected since in this case, a 3-connected non-planar graph contains a K 3,3 -subdivision (see, for example, [1] ). The following characterization of projective planarity for graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision is proved in [9] . The proof of Theorem 2 is based on properties of the two embeddings of the complete graph K 5 in the projective plane shown in Figure 3 . Theorem 2 reduces projectiveplanarity testing to planarity testing if there is no K 3,3 -subdivision in the graph.
We now concentrate on the class F of 2-connected non-planar projective-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision. Theorem 2 can be strengthened as follows. A corollary to Euler's formula for the plane says that a planar graph with n ≥ 3 vertices can have at most 3n − 6 edges (see, for example, [5] and [6] ). Let us state this for 2-connected planar graphs with n vertices and m edges as follows:
In fact, m = 3n − 5 = 1 if n = 2.
Proposition 3
The number m of edges of a non-planar projective-planar n-vertex graph G without a K 3,3 -subdivision satisfies m = 3n − 5 = 10, if n = 5, and
Proof . By Theorem 2, each augmented side component S i of G, i = 1, 2, . . . , 10, satisfies the condition (1) with n = n i , the number of vertices and m = m i , the number of edges of S i , i = 1, 2, . . . , 10. Since each corner of T K 5 is in precisely 4 side components, we have 10 i=1 n i = n + 15 and we obtain, by summing these 10 inequalities,
, since n = 5 iff n i = 2, i = 1, 2, . . . , 10, and n ≥ 6 if and only if at least one n j ≥ 3, j = 1, 2, . . . , 10.
Remark. The generalized Euler Formula (see, for example, [15] ) implies that a projectiveplanar graph G with n vertices can have up to 3n−3 edges. An arbitrary graph G without a K 3,3 -subdivision is known to have at most 3n−5 edges (see [1] ). However we have shown here that projective-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision satisfy the stronger relation (2), which is analogous to planar graphs. Corollary 8.3.5 of [6] implies that graphs without a K 5 -subdivision also can have at most 3n − 6 edges.
Basic enumerative results
We now consider the question of the labelled enumeration of projective-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision according to the numbers of vertices and edges. We first review some basic notions and terminology of labelled enumeration. The reader should have some familiarity with exponential generating functions and their operations (addition, multiplication and composition). See [2] , [10] , [14] , or [19] . By a labelled graph, we mean a simple graph G = (V, E) where the set of vertices V = V (G) is itself the set of labels and the labelling function is the identity function. V is called the underlying set of G. An edge e of G then consists of an unordered pair e = uv of elements of V and E = E(G) denotes the set of edges of G. If W is another set and σ : V→W is a bijection, then any graph G = (V, E) on V , can be transformed into a graph
We say that G ′ is obtained from G by vertex relabelling and that σ is a graph isomorphism G→G
′ . An unlabelled graph is then seen as an isomophism class γ of labelled graphs. We write γ = γ(G) if γ is the isomorphism class of G. By the number of ways to label an unlabelled graph γ(G), where G = (V, E), we mean the number of distinct graphs G ′ on the underlying set V which are isomorphic to G. Recall that this number is given by n!/|Aut(G)|, where n = |V | and Aut(G) denotes the automorphism group of G.
A species of graphs is a class of labelled graphs which is closed under vertex relabellings. Thus any class G of unlabelled graphs gives rise to a species, also denoted by G, by taking the set union of the isomorphism classes in G. For any species G of graphs, we introduce its (exponential) generating function G(x, y) as the formal power series
where g n,m is the number of graphs in G with m edges over a given set of vertices V n of size n. Here y is a formal variable which acts as an edge counter. For example, for the species G = K = {K n } n≥0 of complete graphs, we have
while for the species G = G a of all simple graphs, we have G a (x, y) = K(x, 1 + y).
Another example is the class of discrete graphs (i.e. with no edges), which we denote by E (for French "Ensemble") since these are just sets of vertices, and we have E(x, y) = n≥0 x n /n! = exp(x). A species of graphs is molecular if it contains only one isomorphism class. This includes the class K 1 of one-vertex graphs, which is denoted by X and satisfies X(x, y) = x, and the class K 2 , with K 2 (x, y) = yx 2 /2. In general, for a molecular species γ = γ(G), where G has n vertices and m edges, we have γ(x, y) = 
where ν n,m is the number of networks in N with m edges with a given set of internal vertices V n of size n. If all the networks in a class M do not contain the edge 01, then we denote by y M the species obtained by adding this edge to all the networks of M. Observe that there are two distinct networks on the empty set, namely the trivial network 1 1 and the one edge network y11.
There are two main operations on (0, 1)-networks: parallel and series composition. Let S be a finite set of disjoint networks which are not equal to 1 1 and do not contain the edge 01. The parallel composition of S is the network obtained by taking the graph union of the elements of S where, moreover, all the 0-poles are fusioned into one 0-pole and similarly for the 1-poles. By convention, the parallel composition of an empty set of networks is the trivial network 1 1. If N is a species of networks which are distinct from 1 1 and have non-adjacent poles and if each network in a species M can be viewed unambiguously as a parallel composition of networks in N , then we can write M = E(N ), and we have M(x, y) = exp (N (x, y) ).
Note
Let M and N be two non trivial disjoint networks. The series composition M · s N of M followed by N is a network whose underlying set is the union of the underlying sets of M and N plus an extra element. It is obtained by taking the graph union of M and N where moreover the 1-pole of M is fusioned with the 0-pole of N and this connecting vertex is labelled by the extra element. The series composition M · s N of two species of networks M and N not containing 1 1 is the class obtained by taking all series compositions M · s N with M ∈ M and N ∈ N . If moreover the two components M ∈ M and N ∈ N are uniquely determined by the resulting network M · s N, the species M· s N can be expressed as the species product MXN , where the factor X corresponds to the connecting vertex, and we have (M · s N )(x, y) = xM(x, y)N (x, y).
Example 1. Consider the class R of series-parallel networks (also called two-terminal directed series parallel graphs. See [8] ). This species can be defined recursively as the smallest class of networks containing the one-edge network y1 1 and closed under series and parallel compositions. We partition R as R = S + P, where S represents the species of essentially series networks (i.e. of the form (8) below) and P = R − S is the complementary class. These classes are characterized recursively by the following functional equations involving series and parallel composition (see [17] ):
From these we deduce the equations
and
and for the generating functions,
The series R(x, y) can be computed recursively, using (12).
Example 2. (cf. T. Walsh [17] ) Let B be a given species of 2-connected graphs containing K 2 , for example B = B a , the class of all 2-connected graphs, B = {K 2 } or, more importantly here, B = P , the class of all 2-connected planar graphs. We denote by B B(x, y). If, moreover, the endpoints of the selected edge are unlabelled and numbered 0 and 1, in all possible ways, the resulting class of networks is denoted by B 0,1 . Relabelling the two poles yields the identity x 2 B 0,1 (x, y) = 2 B (y) (x, y). Finally, we introduce the species of networks N B by the formula N B = B 0,1 + yB 0,1 − 1 1.
Thus, the generating function of N B is given by
An important example lies in the intersection of Examples 1 and 2 above. It is the class of series-parallel graphs, denoted by SPG. A series-parallel graph is a 2-connected graph which is either an edge or can be obtained from a series-parallel network by adding the edge 01 (if not already present) and labelling the poles. Series-parallel graphs can be characterized as 2-connected graphs without a K 4 -subdivision. It is easy to see that
(see [17] for a proof) or, equivalently, SPG 01 = E(S) which implies
The substitution of a (0, 1)-network N for an edge e = ab is done in the following way: choose an arbitrary orientation, say e = ab of the edge, identify the pole 0 of N with the vertex a and 1 with b, and disregard the orientation of e. Note that both orientations of e should be considered. It is assumed that the underlying set of N is disjoint from {a, b}. The set of one or two resulting graphs is denoted by e ↑ N. More generally, given a graph G 0 with k edges, E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k }, and a species N of networks, we define the composition G 0 ↑ N as the set of graphs that can be obtained by substitution in all possible ways of disjoint N -networks N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N k for the k edges of G 0 . The graph G 0 is called the core, and the N i 's are called the components of the resulting graphs.
Finally, let G be a species of simple graphs and N be a species of (0, 1)-networks. Then the composition G ↑ N is defined as the species of graphs obtained as compositions G 0 ↑ N with G 0 ∈ G. We say that the composition G ↑ N is canonical if for any graph G ∈ G ↑ N , there is a unique core G 0 ∈ G and unique (up to orientation) components
A species N of networks is called symmetric if for any N -network N (i.e. N in N ), the opposite network τ · N, obtained by interchanging the poles 0 and 1, is also in N . Examples of symmetric species of networks include the class R of series-parallel networks and the classes B 0,1 and N B described above.
Lemma 2 (T. Walsh [17] ) Let G be a species of graphs and N be a symmetric species of networks such that the composition G ↑ N is canonical. Then the following generating function identity holds:
Proof . We can assume that the underlying set of any core graph G 0 is linearly ordered. Since N is symmetric, it is sufficient to consider only one orientation of the edges of G 0 before substituting the networks of N . Thus we choose the natural orientation e = ab, with a < b, for each edge e of G 0 . Moreover, if G 0 has k edges, thus contributing a term y k to G(x, y), we can order these edges lexicographically so that the process of edge subtitution is uniquely determined by a list of k disjoint networks in N . Since these lists are counted by N k (x, y), formula (17) follows from the canonicity of the composition G ↑ N . Table 1 : The number of labelled non-planar projective-planar 2-connected graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision (having n vertices and m edges).
Let P denote the species of 2-connected planar graphs and N P , the associated class of networks as described in Example 2 above. We can now restate the structural characterization of non-planar projective-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision (Theorems 2 and 3 of Section 2) in terms of the edge substitution operation.
Theorem 4
The species F of 2-connected non-planar projective-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision can be expressed as a canonical composition
where K 5 is the species of complete graphs with 5 vertices.
Proposition 4
The generating function F (x, y) of labelled non-planar projective-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision is given by
Proof . This follows from Lemma 2, Proposition 4 and the fact that K 5 (x, y) = x 5 y 10 /5!.
Methods for computing the generating function P (x, y) of labelled 2-connected planar graphs are described in [3] and [4] . Formulas (14) and (19) can then be used to compute N P (x, y) and F (x, y). Numerical results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 ,where F (x, y) = n≥5 m f n,m x n y m /n! and f n = m f n,m . n f n 5  1  6  120  7  10920  8  988960  9  99706320  10  11897978400  11  1729153068720  12  306003079514880  13  64657337524631280  14  15890834362452489440  15  4435396700216405763840  16  1379778057502074926142720  17  471689356958791639787042560  18  175335742043846629500183667200  19  70291642269058321415718042668160  20 30195035473057938652243866755197440   Table 2 : The number of labelled non-planar projective-planar 2-connected graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision (having n vertices).
Homeomorphically irreducible graphs
A graph is called homeomorphically irreducible if it contains no vertex of degree 2. For a graph G embeddable in a surface, any subdivision of G is trivially embeddable in the same surface. Therefore, it is interesting to count graphs embeddable in a surface that are minimal with respect to the operation of subdivision, i.e. homeomorphically irreducible graphs. Here we do this for the classes P of 2-connected planar graphs and F of 2-connected non-planar projective-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision, applying the method of Walsh ([17] ) as follows. Any 2-connected graph G is either a series-parallel graph or contains a unique core C(G), which is a 2-connected homeomorphically irreducible graph different from K 2 , and unique components {N e } e∈E(C(G)) which are seriesparallel networks, whose composition gives G. Let B be a species of 2-connected graphs. Denote by H B the class of graphs which are homeomorphically irreducible cores of graphs in B. Also set B S = B ∩ SPG the class of series-parallel graphs in B.
Proposition 5 Let B be a species of 2-connected graphs such that
B is closed under edge substitution by series-parallel networks, i.e. B ↑ R is contained in B.
Then we have
where the composition H B ↑ R is canonical.
It follows, for the generating functions, that
from which the series H B (x, y) can be computed, in virtue of the following lemma:
Lemma 3 Let B(x, y) and R(x, y) be two-variable formal power series such that R(x, y) = y + Ø(y 2 ). Then there exists a unique formal power series H(x, y) such that
Moreover, H(x, y) can be expressed as
where ∆ R is an operator defined on two-variable formal power series F (x, y) by Table 4 : The number of labelled planar 2-connected graphs with no vertex of degree 2 (having n vertices).
connected homeomorphically irreducible planar graphs. Series-parallel graphs are known to be planar: they do not contain a subdivision of K 4 , but K 5 and K 3,3 do. It follows that P S = P ∩ SPG = SPG. It is clear that the hypotheses of Proposition 5 are satisfied and we deduce from (20) that
where the composition is canonical. Taking the generating functions, we obtain, using (16):
The labelled generating functions of the species P of planar 2-connected graphs and H P of homeomorphically irreducible graphs in P are related by the equation
where S denotes the class of essentially parallel series-parallel networks (see Example 1).
We have used this equation to compute the first terms of the series H P (x, y) = n≥4 m H P (n, m)x n y m /n!. Results are presented in Tables 3 and 4 , where H P (n) = m H P (n, m). Notice that the computational results of Table 3 in comparison to those of [3] verify that any maximal planar graph with n ≥ 4 vertices (and 3n − 6 edges) have all vertex degrees at least 3. In other words, for n ≥ 4 and m = 3n − 6, we have H P (n, m) = P (n, m).
Now we take B = F , the species of non-planar projective-planar 2-connected graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision. Then H F is the class of homeomorphically irreducible graphs n m Table 5 : The number of labelled non-planar projective-planar 2-connected graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision or vertices of degree 2 (having n vertices and m edges).
in F and F S = F ∩ SPG is empty. It is clear that the hypotheses of Proposition 5 are satisfied and we deduce from (20) that
where the composition is canonical. Taking the generating functions, we obtain:
The generating functions F (x, y) and H F (x, y) of labelled non-planar projective planar 2-connected graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision and those with no vertices of degree less than 3 (resp.) are related by the equation
We have used this equation to compute the first terms of the series H F (x, y) = n≥5 m h n,m x n y m /n!. The results are presented in Tables 5 and 6 , where h n = m h n,m . Notice that numbers in Table 6 are much smaller than corresponding numbers in Table 2 . However, for n ≥ 7 and m = 3n − 6, the corresponding numbers in Tables 1 and 5 are the same. This verifies that maximal non-planar projective-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision have vertex degrees at least 3. That can be seen as a corollary to Theorem 2, Proposition 4 and the corresponding statement for maximal planar graphs. n h n 5  1  6  0  7  420  8  36960  9  3651480  10  453448800  11  67528553400  12  11697130922400  13  2306595939347700  14  509359060543132800  15  124356566550728011500  16  33226132945543622884800  17  9635384706205021006042800  18  3012126613564117021370798400  19 1009263543337906919842715535600 20 360698621436519186180018210552000 Table 6 : The number of labelled non-planar projective-planar 2-connected graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision or vertices of degree 2 (having n vertices).
An alternate way to compute the series H F (x, y) is to determine what are the side components that should be substituted into the edges of K 5 in order to obtain homeomorphically irreducible graphs in F . The question is to determine the class of networks N for which H F = K 5 ↑ N . A first try is to take the class N = N H P of networks N such that N ∪ 01 is a planar 2-connected graph with no vertices of degree less than 3. Following Example 2, we have
where H P (x, y) is given by Proposition 6. However, the degree requirements can be relaxed for the two poles of the network N since they will become identified with the corners of K 5 and will have degree at least 4. In particular, the one-edge network y11 can be used as a side component. Another way to have a pole of degree one is to start with a network N of N = N H P and add a leg at the 0-pole, the 1-pole, or both. This means taking the series compositions y1 1 · s N, N · s y1 1, or y11 · s N · s y1 1. In this way, we obtain the class y1 1XN H P + N H P Xy1 1 + y1 1XN H P Xy1 1 = (2y1 1X + (y1 1X) 2 )N H P . Let us denote by Leg this operator of adding legs, with Leg(x, y) = 2yx + y 2 x 2 . Now it is possible to join the poles by an edge to obtain one or two poles of degree 2, giving rise to the operator yLeg, and to iterate this process. Hence we set
The generating series of this class of networks is given by N (x, y) = 1 + Leg(x, y) 1 − yLeg(x, y) N H P (x, y),
where N H P (x, y) is defined by (28), and we have the following proposition. 
and its generating series satisfies
where N (x, y) is defined by (30).
The numerical data obtained by this alternate method is coherent with the results of Tables 5 and 6.
Final Remarks
We have obtained the labelled enumeration of the class F of 2-connected non-planar projective-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision. It is easy to deduce the enumeration of 1-connected non-planar projective-planar graphs without a K 3,3 -subdivision. Indeed it suffices to attach arbitrary vertex-rooted connected planar graphs at each vertex of graphs in F in order to obtain all graphs in the latter more general class.
Walsh has shown in [18] how to enumerate unlabelled graphs in a class which admits an unambiguous representation of the form G ↑ N . The characterization of Theorem 4 should therefore lead also to an enumeration method for unlabelled K 3,3 -subdivision-free projective-planar graphs.
The example of Figure 2 shows that the graphs detected by the torus embedding algorithm of [9] can contain a K 3,3 -subdivision as well. Therefore it would be interesting to have a criterion or a characterization for K 3,3 -subdivision-free toroidal graphs and to enumerate them.
